
Security 
Your paper security is a leading concern at GoDocSign. Your 
organization documents contain details that just you and your 
customers require to see, and also we intend to maintain it in this 
way. Each day we make sure that our protection is parallel with market 
criteria and conformity. 
 
HIPAA certified 
GoDocSign is totally devoted to assisting doctor safeguard 
individuals' medical care details when sending ePHI using GoDocSign. 
GoDocSign is certified with HIPAA and also the Privacy Policy, as well 
as the Management Safeguards, Physical Safeguards as well as Technical 
Safeguards of the Safety And Security Rule. 
 
Qualification 
GoDocSign is SOC 2 Type II licensed. We can supply an SSAE 18 SOC 2 
report and attestations of compliance, upon request. GoDocSign 
services are hosted on the Amazon AWS system and also this file 
information the methods which we utilize the large financial 
investments that Amazon continues to make in security to the advantage 
of our customers. 
 
GDPR compliance 
GoDocSign identifies that safeguarding privacy needs a holistic safety 
program. We have actually completed comprehensive research study as 
well as developed a sources page with comprehensive details explaining 
what GDPR is and also exactly how GoDocSign is compliant. 
 
Physical protection 
GoDocSign information centers (handled by Amazon AWS) are state-of-
the-art, making use of innovative architectural and engineering 
approaches. Amazon has years of experience in making, constructing, 
and also operating massive data centers. This experience has been 
applied to the AWS platform as well as infrastructure. 
 
Software protection 
Servers as well as networking 
All servers that run GoDocSign software application in manufacturing 
are recent, constantly covered Linux systems. Extra organized 
solutions that we make use of, such as Amazon RDS, S3 and others, are 
adequately set AWS infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) platforms. 
 
Storage space 



GoDocSign stores document information such as metadata, task, original 
files, and client's data in different locations while additionally 
assembling and also creating papers when asked for. All data in each 
location is secured at rest with AES-256 and sophisticated security 
secrets monitoring. 
 
Coding as well as screening practices 
GoDocSign leverages industry conventional shows strategies such as 
having a recorded advancement and also quality control procedures, and 
likewise adhering to standards such as the OWASP record, to make 
certain that the applications fulfill security standards. 
 
Staff member access 
We follow the concept of the very least benefit in exactly how we 
compose software application, along with the level of gain access to 
employees, are instructed to make use of in identifying and solving 
troubles in our software application and replying to customer support 
demands. 
Separated atmospheres 
The manufacturing network segments are rationally isolated from 
various other Business, QA, as well as Development sections. 
 
Client repayment info 
GoDocSign uses outside safe 3rd party repayment handling and also does 
not procedure, shop, or send any type of repayment card data. 
 
System tracking and informing 
At GoDocSign, the production application as well as underlying 
facilities elements are kept track of 24/7/365 days a year, by 
specialized surveillance systems. Crucial informs created by these 
systems are sent out to 24/7/365 on-call DevOps staff member and 
intensified suitably to operations administration. 
 
Solution levels and backups 
GoDocSign facilities utilizes several split methods for progressively 
trustworthy uptime, including using auto-scaling, load balancing, task 
lines, and also rolling deployments. We do full everyday automated 
backups of our databases. All back-ups are secured. 
 
Vulnerability testing 
Internet application security is reviewed by the growth group in sync 
with the application launch cycle. This susceptability screening 
includes making use of typically recognized internet application 



protection toolkits as well as scanners to identify application 
susceptabilities prior to they are launched into manufacturing 
 
Application design 
The GoDocSign internet application is multi-tiered right into logical 
sections (front-end, mid-tier, as well as database), each individually 
separated from each various other in a DMZ configuration. This ensures 
optimum defense as well as freedom in between layers. 


